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Abstract: This article describesa new approachin slope stability computations.The procedurecombines an optimization method
known as "dynamic programming"with finite elementmethodto searchfor the critical slip surfaceand compute the corresponding
factor of safety.The critical slip surfaceis defined as the optimal path throughthe finite elementstressfield that yields the minimum
value ofthe "optimal function". A computerproglam namedDYNPROG has been developedbasedon the analytical proceduredescribedin this article. Comparisonsof the presentmethodwith numerouslimit equilibrium methodsof slicesshowedthat the present
methodprovideda more satisfiedsolution in termsof the locationof the critical slip surfaceas well as the value of the factor of safety.

I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
Over the past two decades,there has beenvariety of slope stability methodsproposedin an aftemptto make the analysisof slope
more completeand comprehensive(Pham,2002). Thesemethods
are consideredto be more comprehensivein that the shapeand
the location ofthe critical slip surfaceare partsofthe solution for
the minimum factor of safety.The critical slip surfaceand the associated factor of safety are simultaneouslydetermined using
mathematicalformulations or optimization techniques.Most of
thesemethodshave still relied upon one of the limit equilibrium
methodsof sliceswhen computing the factor of safety (Nguyen,
1985;Li & White, 1985).Someof the proposedmethodsthatuse
optimization techniquescan be consideredas ad lioc methods
that are still inappropriate for practical engineeringpurposes.
There have also been concernsthat thesemethodsmight yield a
local factor of safety ratherthan a global factor of safety (Greco,

1.2 The use of dynamicprogramming (DP) technique in slope
stability analysis

DP is an optimization technique,which was first intoduced by
Bellman (1957). The techniquecan be consideredas an optimal
schemefor solving multistageoptimizationproblems(Yamagami
and Ueta, 1988) and is applicable only to 'additive functions'
(Baker, 1980). In 1980,Baker introducedan approachthat utilized the DP techniquein slope stability computation.In this approach,Baker (1980) combinedan optimization searchusing the
DP techniquewith the Spencer's(1967) method to locate the
critical slip surfaceand calculatethe associatefactor of safety.
The procedure introduced by Baker was then adopted and improved by severalsubsequentresearchworkers (Yamagami and
Ueta,1988;Zou et al.,1995).
This article presentsa study on the practical applicationof the
DP techniquein solving slope stability problems.A new procedure for slope stability analysisthat combinesa partial general
r988).
differential equation solver known as FlexPDE with DP techIt is well recognizedthat the major shortcomingof limit equifinite element stress
librium methodsof slices is the disregardfor the actual stresses nique is introduced. In this approach, a
FlexPDE
is
carried
out
to
obtain
a field of finite
analysis
using
in the soil. This limitation can be essentiallyovercomeby the inAfterwards, an optimization
element
stresses
within
the
slope.
troduction of a finite element stressanalysis.Limit equilibrium
searchusing DP techniquewill be performedon this stressfield
conditionsappliedto the critical slip surfaceare more meaningful
to locate the most optimal path that represents the critical slip
when the actuatingand resistingforces are evaluatedusing a fisurface. The corresponding factor of safety with the critical slip
nite elementstressanalysis.In 1969, Kulhawy introduceda stasurfacewill be computedusing finite element stess values. A
bility method that combinesthe theory of limit equilibrium with
computerprogramnamedDYNPROG was developedto facilitate
a finite elementstressanalysis.Krahn (2001) referredto the artithe aboveworks.
cle by Fredlund& Scoular(1999) in order to highlight the applicability of finite element method in slope stability analysis. In
was also statedthat the main disadvantageof using a finite ele- 2 ANALYTICAL PROCEDUREAND
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ment stress-based
approachto the analysisof slopeswas not so
much a technical issue as it was a lack of experiencewith the
2.1 DP theory
methodin geotechnicalengineeringpractice(Krahn, 2001).
Figure I presentsthe analyical schemefor a problem of slope
stability analysis.A potential slip path, AB, can be approximated
by a seriesofconstitutively linear segmentsconnectingtwo state
points located in two successivestages.The stage-statepoint

systemforms a'search grid containinsa number of small rectangular elementswhich are refened to as 'grid element'. The
slip path is assumedto start from and end at initial and final
points that are located arbitrarily outsidethe geometricalboundary of the slope. The intersectionsof the critical path with the
geometrical boundary of the slope are entry and exit points,
which bound the actual critical slip surface.The factor ofsafety,
.(, of the slip surfaceAB in Fig. I is definedas follows:
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where r is the number of discrete segments,T;,'t 1. and LL;
are the shear mobilized, shear strength and the liirigth of the
l'' segment,respectively.According to Baker (1980), the factor
of safety, defined in Eq. [], can be minimized by the introduction of the 'auxiliary function' , G, defrnedby Eq. [2] as follows:
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'grid elements',7, passedby a conwhere ne is the number of
stitutive segment.The shearsfength ofthe soil was calculatedin
accordancewith the theory of unsaturatedsoil mechanics(Fredlund and Rahardjo 1993). In EC. l2), shear strengthparameters
are denotedby c'i1, Q'ii and Q! . Pore pressures,z/. which are
obtainedfrom a finite elementseepageanalysisare used to calculateeffectivestressesthe sfiengthformulation.
'optimal
Let us introduce an
function' obtained at stage
'auxiliary
lil, HlD, which is equalto the minimum value of the
that consegment
the
constitutive
calculated
along
G,
function',
nectsa statepoint in the initial stageto statepoint U) in stage[t]'
According to 'the pinciple of optimality' (Bellman, 1957), the
optimal function, H it(k), obtainedat statepoint {t} locatedon
stage[i+1] can be calculatedas:
(6)
Hiq(k)= HiU)+GiU,k)
where G;(7,&) is the'auxiliary function' calculatedalong the
constitutivesegmentthat connectsstatepoint f ) in stage [i] to
statepoint {/r} in stage[t+/]. At the initial stage(i.e., outsidethe
slope),the value of the'optimal function', H1ff), is equal to
zero,that is:
j =1...114
HJj)=0
Q)
where NP1is the numberof statepoints in the initial stage.At the
'optimal function', H,t(k), is equalto
final stage(i=n+l), the
'auxiliary
the minimum value of the summationof the
function' ,
G, calculatedfrom the initial stageto the final stage:
(8)
H nt(k) = H ,(i) + G,(i,k\
I
f n
(9)
Hn,lkl = G.;n= minlXn' - nE)l ; k = t..NPn,y
Lr=l

Fig. l. The analyical schemeofthe slopestability analysisusing DP
technique.
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where terms are defined in Fig. 2. Figure 2 also showsthe closeup of a constitutive segmentof the slip surfaceAB. This par'grid eleticular segmentis containedby the boundariesoftwo
ments'. The resisting and actuatingforces on a constitutivesegment are assumedto be the summation of the resisting and
actuating forces acting on each small division of the segment
containedby the boundariesof each element.Ifwe assumethat
the stresseswithin an elementare constantand are signified by
stressesat the center of the elementthen the auxiliary function
can be calculatedusing ox, oy and r* at the center of each
elementas follows:
stage"i"

stage"i+1" stage"i"

stage"i+1" stage"i"

stage"i+1"

(u)

(5)

I

where NPr*1 is the numberof statepoints in the final stage.The
'optimal point' in the final stageis defined as the point at which,
'optimal
the ' optimalfunction' calatlatedis minimum. From the
point' {k} in the final stage,the 'optimal point' f } in the previous stageis also determined.The whole'optimal path' defrned
by connecting'optimal points' in every stagewill be eventually
locatedby tracing back from the fina1 stageto the initial stage'
'optimal path' will
The factor of safety correspondingio this
then be computedusing Eq. [1].
It can be inferred that the value of { in Eq. [2] has to be assumedprior to the performanceof the optimization process.The
value of F" used for the next trial optimization processwill be
averaged based on the assumed value of -( and the new
-{" computed at the end of the current trial. The optimization
processwill be stoppedwhen a pre-definedconvergenceis met.
The'optimal path' that correspondsto the final value of .F'" is
the'critical slip path' throrghthe slope.

1.2 Finite elementstressanalysis

\

Fig. 2. Auxiliary function calculatedfrom elementalshearstrenglhand
shearstresses.
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The generalpartial differential equation solver known as FlexPDE is a computerprogram for obtaining numerical solutionsto
single or coupledsetsof partial differential equations.In a plain
straincondition,a soil elementthat is subjectedto its body forces
has partial differential equationsrepresentingthe stressbalance
definedas follows:

(10)
(11)

oij = o'! sin2ei + o'j, cos2ei - t'j-sin2li
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(4)

are respectivelynormal Cartesian
where o,or,'Lxy,fx,fy
stress,shearstress'andbody forces in x- and y-coordinatedirections. Partial differential equations[10] and [11] can be solved
using FlexPDE with specifiedboundary conditions.The stresses
are evaluatedand stored at Gaussianpoints over the domain of
the problem. It is of interestto designan output grid in FlexPDE
'searchgrid using in the optimization
that is coincidentwith the
processsince FlexPDE can interpolateand export stressesfrom
Gaussiannodesto any arbitrary grid with coordinatesdefinedby
the user.The stressesat the centerpoint of eachgrid elementare
interpolatedusing the shape function (Bathe, 1982). The stress
interpolation processmust be done prior to the performanceof
the optimization search.
1.3 Finite elementseepageanalysis
The following differential equationcan be used to representthe
two-dimensional, steady-state water flow through a nonsoil:
homogeneous,anisotropic,saturated/unsaturated
dk,
ah
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(8) Comparethe valuesof the optimal functionsobtainedat all
state points in the final stage and determinethe state point at
'optimal
which the value of the
function' is minimum' The determinedstatepoint will be the first'optimal point' of the'optimalpath'.
(9) Trace back to the previous stage to find out the corre'optimal point' . This conesponding state point with the first
sponding state point will be the second'optimal point' of the
'optimal path'.
(10) Keep tracing back to the initial stage to determine the
whole'optimalpath'.
'optimal path'- A new
(11) Evaluate the actual F" of this
value of F, is assumedbasedon the values ofthe first and the
actual F".
(12) Repeatthe procedureuntil the differencebetweenthe assumedand the actual { is within the convergencecriterion, d,
'optimal path'that correthat is defined as an input value. The
spondsto the final value of {" will be the critical slip surface.
1.5 Application

Three exampleproblemsincluding homogeneousas well as nonThe detailedsolution ofEq. [12] using FlexPDEwas presentedin
homogeneousslopes were solved using the present procedure.
Nguyen (1999).Essentially,the solutionfor Eq. [12] is the same Soil propertiesofthree exampleproblemsare presentedin Table.
as that usedfor solving Eq. I I 0] and [ 11].
l
Pore pressurescomputedusing FlexPDE are also output to the
l. Soil propertiesof three exampleproblems.
Table
desigratedgrid that is coincidentwith the output grid of stresses.
Soil proPerties
The assumptionby that the pore pressureis constantwithin a
Problem _
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small element,and is signified by the value ofthe pore pressure
No.
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c'(kPa)
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at the centrepoint of that element,is also utilized. The interpola10
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tion processusing shapefunctionsfor interpolatingpore pressure
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process described in Section 1.3. Values of pore pressureare
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formulation.
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1.4 Description ofthe analyticalprocedure
An analytical procedurebased on the theory presentedin preceding sectionsis developed.The detaileddescriptionof the procedure can be found in Pham & Fredlund (2003). A computer
program named DYNPROG was also developedbased on this
procedureto facilitate the analysis.The procedurecan be summarizedas follows:
(1) Import the output grid with correspondingnodal stresses
'search
from FlexPDE. This output grid is coincident with the
grid using in the optimizationprocess.
(2) Interpolatestressesat the centerpoint of eachgrid element
from nodal stressesusing shapefunctions(Bathe,1982).
(3) Assumean initial i0'" (i.e., lc',=l).
(4) Generatethe first trial segrnentof the slip sudaceby testing all possibly trial segmentsthat connectall statepoints in the
initial stageto all statepoints in the secondstage.
(5) Calculatethe values of the optimal function obtainedat all
statepoints in the secondstageusing Eq. [6], [7] and the assumed
{, . The number of the optimal functionsto be calculatedat one
state point in the second stage is equal to the number of state
points locatedin the initial stage.
(6) Determine the minimum value of the optimal function at
each state point in the second stage. The coresponding state
point in the previous stage(i.e., the initial stagefor the first segment) is identified.
(7) Proceedto the next stagewith the sameroutine until the final stageis reached.
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Numerouslimit equilibrium methodsof sliceswere used to solve
theseproblemsin order to comparetheir solutions with that of
the presentprocedure.Comparedmethods also include the enhancedmethod,which was introducedby Kulhawy (1969). Solutions of all exampleproblemsusing various methodsare shown
in Fig.3,4 and5.
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Figure 3. Solution ofexample 1 obtainedby various methods'
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Figure 4. Solution of example2 obtainedby variousmethods.
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CONCLUSIONS
The DP technique combined with finite element method was
shownto be applicablefor solving slopestability problems.From
the above exampleproblems,following conclusionscan be made
regardingthe advancementsof the presentmethod:
i) The critical slip surfacecan be irregular in shapeand be automatically determinedwithout using any assumptionregarding
the location ofthe potential slip surface.
ii)Using the presentmethod, the mode of failure that used to be
anticipatedby an analyst is now part of the solution. In other
words, there is no assumptionrequiredregardingthe shapeor
the location of the critical slip surfaceexceptthe assumption
that the critical slip surface is an assemblageof linear segments.
iii) More sophisticatedstress-strainbehavior of the soil such as
non-linearity can be modeled using finite elementmethod. In
other words, the effectsofstress history and Poisson'sratio on
the stability of the slope can be investigated.These effects
were obviously unknown when conventionallimit equilibrium
methodsare used.
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